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I ntroduct i on

A basic rule of bind-rin9in9 is that only species which can be
positively identified should be ninged, The adults of the two
AFnican fIamingoes !hggniccnaias d-A_S_f (Lesser Flamingo) dnd Phee!-
icoptenus nuber nosEIETG"e.te. fi-5il'ii's") can be easiIy distii!--
uished in the field. Howeven, when deal in9 with unfledged
flamingoes the differences become pnogr'essively more obscune the
youngen the chicks" Newly-hatched chicks of the two species ane
vintual ly indistinguishable in the field,

During "0peretion Flamingo" which took place on the Etosha Pan,
South West Africa in 1969, about 20 000 flamingo chicks wene nescued
and tnansponted to water when the Pan dried befone they could fly,
Of these 1 500 wene ringed but, quite pandonably unden the cincum-
stances, they wene not specified, "0penation Flamingo" occunred
without pnior warning and the main objective was to save as many
flamingoes as possible fnom certain death. The ninging was done
under the most trying field conditions and time to identify each
flamingo chick was not avai lable.

Two recoveries to date have nesulted fnom the 1969 r inging:
one fnom Wolvis 8ay lagoon and the second fnom Mtjwe Bay on South
West Africa's coast. As is the cdse with many recovenies, the
peFsons finding the dead binds nemoved the nings and submitted
them without positively identifying the species. Thus it remains
unknown whethen they came from Lessen on Gneater Flamingo,

From field observations it is possible to give a simple method
with which the chicks of the two African flamingo species can be
necogni sed for ri n9ing.

[let hod

The method is easi ly understood if the diffenent feeding habits
of Lesser and Greaten Flamingoes ane examined,

The Lessen Flamingo is a "top feeder", obtaining its mainly
plant food fnom the top few centimetnes of water (Brown 1960), lts
deep-keeled bill tends to bob and float in the nipples on the
water's surface, Plate 1. shows the deeo lower mandible ano tl.e
high nidge on the uppen mandible.

By contrast, the Gneater Flamingo is a bottom feeder of mainly
animal food, Plate 2, shows that the bi | | is comparatively
shallow-keeled and the upper mandible has a much smaller nidge,
Fig.1. compares the antenior views of the lower mandible of the two
species. lt can be seen that the Lessen's bi | | has a shanply-
angled V-shape while the Greater's has a companatively shallow de-
o ness i on.
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Plate 1. Lesser Flamingo bi I l, latenal view, On theright the culmen is shown separately to illu_strate its distinctive high ridge,

Plate 2. Greaten Flamingo bi I l, lotenal view,
culmen's ridge is rudimentany,

o
F iS, 1, l-ower mandibles of a) Lesser Flamingo andb) Gneater Flamingo.
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The bi | | differences in adults ane, of counse, dccompanied by
a mdpked coloun diffenence, but no such colour difference is
present in the chicks, The shape of the mandibles has to be used
for identif icetion punposes,

The pnocedure is:
1. Pnise the bi | | open gently by gnasping the mandible/s tip be-
tween thumb and fonefingen.
2. Feel whether the culmen has a high on shal low nidge on its innen
su rface ,

3. Confinm by visual ly checking the innen and outen shape of both
culmen and mandible-

Genenal Considerat ions
The method given here is appl icable to flamingo chicks whose

legs ane sufficiently hardened to penm;t fitting of nings, ldeal ly
this is at an age of approximately five weeks when the finst feathers
are showing through the down, lt is inadvisable to ring flamingo
chicks youngen thon thnee weeks because of injuny nesulting to the
relatively soft tarsus on tibia.

Rings may be appl ied around either of the aforementioned bones.
A tibial ring has the advantage of being more easily seen as well
as being less often immensed in the cornosive soda on salt waters
in which flamingoes spend most of their I ives, lf tibial (ttign)
ringing is undentaken, care must be taken that the ring is shaped
closely to the tibia's fonm, This is to ensure thet a ring does
not sl ip over the tibio-tansal joint and lodge there.

Monel nings are prefenable fon flamingoes and of the
avai lable I can necommend 11,5mm (internal diameter) fon
Flamingo and 12,5mm for Greater Flamingo,

s I zes
Lessen

It is of general interest to note that newly-hatched flamingoes
can also be identified by the method descnibed above although the
difference in bill stnuctune between the two sDecies will become
more subtle the youngen the chicks,
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